
What We Want to Talk About: A Powerful and
Affecting Book on Motherhood
Motherhood is a journey that is both deeply rewarding and profoundly
challenging. In What We Want to Talk About, author and mother of two,
Kelly Corrigan, explores the complexities and contradictions of motherhood
with raw honesty and disarming humor.
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Through a series of deeply personal essays, Corrigan delves into the
unspoken truths of motherhood, from the joys and frustrations of raising
children to the guilt and self-doubt that can often accompany the role. She
writes about the challenges of balancing work and family, the complexities
of relationships with parents and partners, and the unexpected ways
motherhood can change a woman's identity.

What We Want to Talk About is not just a book about the challenges of
motherhood. It is also a celebration of the resilience, strength, and love that
mothers possess. Corrigan writes about the moments of pure joy that make
all the hard work worthwhile, from the first time her son said "I love you" to
the day she watched her daughter take her first steps.
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This book is a must-read for any mother, whether you are a new parent or a
seasoned veteran. Corrigan's essays are sure to resonate with you on a
deep level, offering a sense of community and validation in the often
isolating experience of motherhood.

Reviews

"What We Want to Talk About is a powerful and affecting book that will
resonate with any mother. Corrigan writes with honesty, humor, and insight
about the challenges and joys of motherhood." - The New York Times

"This is a book that will make you laugh, cry, and nod your head in
recognition. Corrigan has a gift for capturing the essence of motherhood in
all its messy, wonderful glory." - People Magazine

"What We Want to Talk About is a must-read for any mother. Corrigan's
essays are sure to make you feel seen, heard, and understood." - Good
Housekeeping

About the Author

Kelly Corrigan is the author of several books, including the #1 New York
Times bestseller, The Middle Place. She is also a regular contributor to The
New York Times, The Washington Post, and NPR. She lives in San
Francisco with her husband and two children.

Free Download Your Copy Today

What We Want to Talk About is available now at all major booksellers. Free
Download your copy today and start reading this powerful and moving book
about the complexities of motherhood.
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